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Solutions Consulting + Strategy
Custom-Crafted Solutions
For nearly thirty years, PCPC has been developing and implementing highly successful technology
solutions through close collaboration with our diverse set of clients. We pride ourselves on customizing
solutions to deliver the productivity results that make a difference for a competitive organization.
As Bob Dellacona said, our software solution enabled him to build a highly automated custom booking
system that lasted nearly thirty years! Bob pressed for booking times that could be measured below the
60 second mark utilizing desktop computers that had limited memory. And PCPC made it happen.
Before the cloud, and before networking was common, PCPC was able to implement a solution that
was ready to scale with each advance in desktop networking technology.

Forward-Thinking + Cost-Saving Strategies
The disruptive forces of personal computing, small systems networking, high speed internet, and cloud
applications have enabled PCPC to integrate new solutions that increase our client’s competitiveness.
Although large and expensive data base systems are used by the Fortune 500 for big data, PCPC is
able to select the best combination of cloud products and in-house data systems to insure the smooth
productivity of your company at affordable costs. With the advent of high speed and reliable internet,
connecting remote offices and remote workers is necessary for any competitive organization.
PCPC has crafted remote connectivity solutions since the first synchronization software was offered to
small enterprises. We focus on what our clients need and want for the long haul, not “trendy” tech.
Explore PCPC case studies and testimonials at pcpc.tech/case-studies

Our Focused Consulting Process
PCPC employs a process that enables us to provide immensely productive solutions for small
businesses and non-profit organizations. We draw from years of experience working with
entrepreneurial owners and executive directors to realize their visions.

1. We clarify the key business processes that align with your vision for the organization.
2. We act in your best interest as we select products to license and equipment to buy.
3. We build growth and scalability into our planning for long-lasting solutions.

Call (212)-315-0809 for an appointment today!

